CHAIRMAN’S CORNER

Your management committee is working diligently on the tasks before it. As chairman, I’m sure I speak for the entire committee in saying that we intend to continue the high level of performance the membership expects and deserves. You can help by supporting and participating in the various SPS activities.

The 1980 committee officers include:

Bill Bradley (V Ch, Sched)  Mary McMann (Conservation)
Harold McFadden (Secretary)  Mike Stein (Min Records)
Pat Hollemem (Treasurer)  Duane McKuer (Safety)
Dale Van Dalsem (Alt Off, Council)  Doug Mantle (Safety)
Al Conred (Programs)  Cuno Ranscheu (Echo Editor)
Carl Evington (Member Records)  Jim Murphy (Echo Mailer)

The job of each committee member is significant and entails considerable time, effort, and out of pocket expense. I join with the membership in thanking each of them for agreeing to serve the SPS.

Speaking of participation, thus far I have received just one response to my request for suggestions to improve the peaks list, etc. For particulars reread the Jan-Feb Echo Chairman's Corner.

Gene Nauk

A sub-unit of the Outings Committee, HIKERBUS provides bus transportation to the most-used Sierra roadheads.

The bus can be used in two ways. Private trips can be planned and arranged by any interested persons (participants need not be Sierra Club members). The other way is to use this transportation to and from a regularly scheduled Sierra Club trip for which you have a reservation (in this case, be sure to be back at the roadhead in time to catch the bus back home). More trips are being scheduled with the express intent of using HIKERBUS transportation.

Plan your trips now so you can be assured of receiving a permit. We avoid scheduling holiday weekends however since there are several bus trips already on the agenda.

Prices are based on a break-even basis and are, therefore, subject to change if the charter rates change drastically.

We must pay for a minimum of 39 seats for a trip, whether they’re filled or not, and our rates must also cover a round trip fare. If there is enough money afterwards, we will refund up to 40% to one-way trip customers. If we (or you) can match you up with another one-way person going the other way, you’ll both save 50%.

Smoking is not allowed on the bus.

Unless otherwise specified, the bus will leave LA at 7 p.m. SHARP Friday evening and arrive back at ll p.m. Sunday. For trips to eastern Sierra roadheads returning the same day, there will be a pickup in the Palmdale-Lancaster area about 1 1/2 hours after leaving LA. Bishop Cr. stops will be at Parchers (South Lake), Lake Sabrina, and, for Tuolumne Mdw, at the Visitor Center near the camp ground. Other Tioga Pass stops may be arranged with the reservationist. Big Pine stop is at Glacier Lodge.

Reservations are required. Send a check for the full amount, payable to SERRA CLUB, and 2 SASE to the reservationist. Specify trip date and roadhead, if you want the Lancaster-Palmdale pickup, and if you’re only going one way. Cancellations received two weeks or more before the day of the trip leaves will receive a refund minus a 10% cancellation fee. Later cancellations cannot be refunded unless the bus is full and we are able to replace you from the waiting list.

The schedule for this summer (1980) is below. We suggest you save it, and this article.

June 6-8: Yosemite Valley. Drop at Glacier Point or in Valley; pickup in Valley OA; 4 p.m. $30. Reserv: Loyal Malm.
June 20-22: Same as June 6-8.
July 18-20: Rock Creek. Leave for home 5 p.m $33. Reserv: Margaret Malm.
July 25-27: Bishop Cr. Leave for home 5 p.m. $33. Reserv: Phil Clarke.
August 1-3: Tuolumne Mdw. Lr for home 4 p.m. $35. Reserv: Art Antolick.
August 8-10: Bishop Cr. Same as July 25-27 except Reserv: Lynne Goldstein.
August 11-24: Tuolumne Mdw. Same as August 1-3 except Reserv: Phil Clarke.
September 12-14: Tuolumne Mdw & Yosemite Vly. Drop at Tuolumne or anywhere on Tioga Rd. Pickup in Vly only. 4 p.m. Sun. $35, Reserv: Margaret Malm.

C.C. COVER PHOTO: Observation from the Palisade Crest, by Tom Ross.
The bad news for 1980 from: INYO NATIONAL FOREST
WHITE MOUNTAIN Ranger DISTRICT
798 NORTH MAIN STREET
BISHOP, CA 93514

We would like to inform you that all John Muir Wilderness trailheads within our jurisdiction will be under a quota system, beginning with the 1980 hiking season. Limits on wilderness use are necessary to protect wilderness values, such as opportunity for solitude and prevention of damage to plants, animals, and waterways.

Quotas are in effect from June 16 through September 15. They apply only to overnight travel. No more than one-third of the daily quota for a trailhead may be reserved by a group of ten or more. Although advance reservations are strongly recommended, some permits will be available on a first-come/first-serve basis up to 24 hours in advance of departure. The following daily quotas have been established area trailheads. Limits are expressed in terms of people per day.

McGee Canyon ................. 40  LaMarck & Wonder Lakes ........ 20
Hilton Creek .................. 20  Sabrina Basin .................. 35
Hilton Lakes .................. 35  Tyee & George Lakes ........... 20
Little Lakes Valley .......... 55  South Lake (to Bishop Pass) ... 75
Mono Pass .................... 30  Treasure Lakes ................ 25
Tamarack Lakes ............... 30  Baker Lake ................... 15
Pine Creek ................... 50  Big Pine Creek (North Fork) .. 45
Gable Lakes ................. 15  Big Pine Creek (South Fork) .. 15
Horton Lakes ................. 20  Birch Lake ................... 15
North Lake/Piute Pass ........ 35  Red Lake .................... 15

SO, PLAN AHEAD AND ORDER PERMITS EARLY. HOWEVER, AS LONG AS PERMITS ARE STILL BEING MAILED, ONE COULD APPLY FOR A WEEK DAY WHEN THE QUOTAS ARE GENERALLY NEVER FILLED ANYWAY. THEN, SHOULD THE START OF THE TRIP HAPPEN TO BE DELAYED, THE PERMIT WOULD NOT BE INCLUDED IN THE WEEKEND QUOTA.

JULY 4-6

JUN 21-22 SAT-SUN  BMTC - SPS
M: Abbot(13,715), Mills(13,468). Rock and snow skills plus very good conditioning required for these crest peaks. Send good data and car pooling info to Leader: Cuno Ranschau, Asst: Greg Vernon.

Our Clark, Starr King trip is being rescheduled for Aug 2-4, Cuno Rans.

SPRING SCHEDULE CHANGE
MAY 10-11, 1980 SAT-SUN  SIERRA PEAKS
M: SNOW TRAINING TRIP: Snowshoe and spring snow climb of 13,501' Inconsolable Pk in Big Pine area. Originally scheduled as a peak climb, trip will be expanded to include cross country snowshoeing to an old movie set and a chance to sharpen your ice axe skills on the slopes of Inconsolable. Weather and snow conditions permitting. Send SASE and resume of snow experience and car pool to George Toby, BMTC or equivalent OK. One previous snowshoe, local mountains or otherwise OK. Bill Bradley will fill in for original leader, Ken Sullivan, who will be hiking the Pacific Coast trail. Leaders: GEORGE TOBY and BILL BRADLEY.
SIERA PEAKS SECTION
MEMBERSHIP REPORT
DECEMBER 1979 - MARCH 1980

NEW MEMBERS

377-0710  12287950
WELLER, KENNETH  12-79
4032 Exultant Dr.
Rancho P.V., CA 90274

649-5403  13414998
ABELE, RICHARD  1-80
3442 Naylor Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90045

(209) 586-4902  12974302
PALMER, DON  1-80
P.O. Box 431
Twain Harte, CA 95383

792-1574  11655033
THEIL, MARK  3-80
280 E. Del Mar Blvd., #210
Pasadena, CA 91101

347-8360
PEARSONS, KARL  3-80
P.O. Box 633
Canoga Park, CA 91305

REINSTATED MEMBERS

(+45) 681-2658  10116813
TREACY, ED  1-80
452 Dewey Blvd.
San Francisco, CA 94116

373-1000  11655866
BYINGTON, LESTER  3-80
2446 Palos Verdes Blvd.
Redondo Beach, CA 90277

NEW ECHO SUBSCRIPTIONS

(714) 791-1029
EHRET, ROGER
7955 Auburn-Folsom Rd.
Loomis, CA 95650

(714) 598-4951
CHARLES, ORAN
Box 1554
Costa Mesa, CA 92626

324-3603
FRIEDBERG, JIM
870 Hilgard Ave., #407
Los Angeles, CA 90024

540-5703
WEBBER, RON
2320 Cloverdale
Orange, CA 92667

746-7928
GORDON, NANCY
6550 Ellenview Ave.
Canoga Park, CA 91307

763-7150
BENSON, AL
12147 Huston St.
N. Hollywood, CA 91607

CAMERON, BETTY & CLIFFORD
2990 Topaz Ave.
Simi Valley, CA 93063

(206) 353-1537
JALL, DICK
120 W. Casino Rd., #13C
Everett, WA 98204

204-4175
BARTELL, ROY
10314 National Blvd., #20
Los Angeles, CA 90034

(714) 788-9326
HIGGINS, WILLIAM
3385 Inverness St.
Riverside, CA 92507

377-8536
KEENAN, ROY
27349 Longhill Dr.
Rancho P.V., CA 90274

SCOTT, JIM
18307 Pacific Coast Hwy
Malibu, CA 90265

LORR, KAREN & MICHAEL
2453 Sunset Dr.
Ventura, CA 93003

(415) 845-0246
ZETLE, JIM
2540 Benvenue, #302
Berkeley, CA 94704

790-0311
CONRAD, AL
4829 Hill St.
La Canada, CA 91011

(916) 920-6614
MARCUS, DAVID
C/O CEC. Mail Stop #5
1111 Howe Ave.
Sacramento, CA 95825

945-2819
MARTIN, LUella
15914 Marlinton Dr.
Whittier, CA 90604

(714) 622-2378
WARD, BETTY & ROY
1401 W. 9th St., Sp. #95
Pomona, CA 91766

426-1439
MORRISON, MARGARET
2224 Eucalyptus
Long Beach, CA 90806

998-0311
MCMAHON, JANE
10141 DeSoto Ave., #208
Chatsworth, CA 91311

792-3541
KNAPP, CHARLES
350 E. Del Mar, #227
Pasadena, CA 91101

(714) 675-1871
ROSENTHALER, DIANE
611 Carnation
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625

FREDLAND, JON
976 N. Montana, #141
Claremont, CA 90714

RENEWAL NOTICE

Unless you have an '80' on your mailing label, you need to renew. See back cover for instructions.
Sixteen people met at 7:00 a.m. Saturday at the Mono Pass Trailhead, 1½ mi. south of the Tioga Pass entrance station. We hiked up the Parker Pass Creek Trail almost to Spillway Lake and then proceeded cross-country to Parker Pass. The lower trail to Parker Pass does not appear to exist any longer; we were unable to find either end of it. Since camping is not permitted west of Parker Pass, we hiked about 1/4 mi. over the pass to a reasonable campsite, where we dropped our packs and had an early lunch. Then fifteen headed for the many switchbacks to Koip Peak Pass and on up the remaining 700' to Koip Peak; all arrived before 2:00 p.m. Five of the group climbed Parker Peak too.

Sunday, we proceeded down the trail to the Mono Pass Trail junction. We dropped our packs there and fourteen headed up to the south ridge of Gibbs and on to the top. No register was to be found. All were on top by 10:45 a.m. and back to the cars by 2:00 p.m.

The view from Koip of the Sierra Crest, Tuolumne Meadows and Mono Lake is spectacular. The weather was cooperative (a bit warm). A good time was had by all.

Aug. 24-26 Kennedy/Harrington Leaders: The Petitjeans

Friday morning we met six people at the Deer Cove Trailhead (located 29.1 miles from the Park entrance station along Highway 180). An 8:00 start and a leisurely pace eventually got us to Frypan Meadow by 3:00. However, we did have some confusing trail junctions enroute. First of all, the two separate junctions located northeast of point 7,885 and east of Wildman Meadow were combined together as one, with one trail sign missing. One sign did point the way to Frypan Meadow, but wouldn't have first taken us toward Lewis Creek, so we chose the higher trail (middle fork) directing us to Grizzly Lakes. About 1/4 mile up this trail, an unmarked trail came in on the right which is the proper one leading to Frypan. Unfortunately, I chose to ignore it, thus causing us to climb too much and backtrack a little just west of Frypan.

Saturday we had another leisurely day by climbing Kennedy via Kennedy Pass. Clear views were had by all while we relaxed on the summit. We were back to camp again by 3:00 with time for myself to scout up and down the various trails for tomorrow's climb and eventual pack out. Meanwhile, who should show up in camp after climbing Kennedy solo, but Norm Rohn! That evening an enjoyable campfire was built with precision and exceptional care by George Davis.

An early start Sunday morning got all but two up for the climb of Harrington. Another clear day was again experienced as we climbed up the enjoyable Class 3 north ridge to the summit, where Bernie and I (Jon) finally attained our Senior Emblems with 110 and 141 peaks, respectively. Lu, unfortunately, was lacking Mt. Humphreys after being rained out the two previous weeks (she did get it the following week, however). Three bottles of bubbly and homemade cookies were gratefully appreciated by the eight of us, even though it was still morning. Thanks to Dick Akawie for allowing not a drop to be wasted from the bottles. Unfortunately, the party had to end and we had to descend. Because of the jovial mood, the descent began to look more like Devils Crags! Anyway, a fast lunch and descent got us back to the cars by 4:30 and on the winding road home.

J.P.
Huxley, Fiske, Evolution Valley  Aug 9-12, 79  G. Toby & L. Machleder

A strong group of seven departed Lake Sabrina Thursday morn for a pleasant backpack to Echo Lake. The route goes high above the south shore to a large cirque and over the Sierra Crest. Echo Pass is the small notch in the black rocks on the right. A stout broomstick, visible from either side, is firmly planted in the notch you go thru. We descended open talus slopes to pick up the Muir Trail, then up the Muir to a rocky campsite near a stream just below Muir Pass. A long hard backpack, about 4800' gain and 12 mi, but a neat way to get to the Evolution area in one day.

Fri we left camp at 7:20 am (not early enough), checked out the Muir Hut (the lower part of the door has no hinges) and dropped down to Wanda Lake to be greeted by hordes of mosquitoes. We headed for Mt. Huxley. After one false try we found the entry into the chute that leads up just S of the summit. There is some class 3 at the lower and upper ends of this chute. We ascended by another chute just N of the summit. A better route. It has a headwall near the summit but lots of handholds. One person departed to explore Evolution Valley and go out by Piute Pass. The remaining six circled around the N end of huxley to a prominent saddle and climbed Fiske by the SW ridge. Huxley was the better climb but Fiske is higher and has a superb view. The entire Evolution Valley and over a dozen peaks on the list are clearly visible. Now time was a problem. People were getting weary and moving slowly. We opted to return down by way of Helen Lake. But darkness fell before we reached the lake. It got pitch black. No moon yet. Mel Johnson was pooped and elected to bivouac near the lake. The rest of us groped and stumbled over talus around Helen Lake. The moon came out just before we hit camp. A rough day.

Early Sat we were awakened by raindrops. Larry Machleder was busy setting up his tent; the rest of us went back to sleep. Mel strode into camp about 6:30 and promptly hit the sack. It rained harder and turned into wet snow. It rained for 7 hours, killing all chances of climbing Charybdis and Black Giant. Everything was covered with slippery wet snow. Fran Smith's tent began to look like a dragon with a broken back. It leaked badly and he was getting wet and cold; a good candidate for hypothermia. Three of us packed up and took off for the Muir Hut. What a surprise. There were 20 people and 20 backpacks in that little stone beehive. With all those warm bodies Fran dried off quickly. 10 people stayed the nite. It was fun. One gal from San Diego made a big pot of spaghetti for all hands. I ate that plus my regular dinner. Climbing makes me hungry.

Sun dawned with threatening clouds everywhere. Climbing looked too riskey. We left the hut at 6:45 am, picked up the other guys and headed out over Echo Pass. All hands back safely at Lake Sabrina at 1:30. This was a good mountaineering experience; we climbed when we could and survived when we had to.

---

BROOM HILDA

LAST NIGHT I HAD A DREAM ABOUT A NEWSPAPER HEADLINE.

IT WAS ABOUT A FAMOUS PSYCHOLOGIST AND HER FRIENDS HELPING TO RAISE TWO FAMOUS COMEDIANS.

WHAT DID IT SAY?

"DR. BROTHERS AND OTHERS HELP MOTHER BROTHERS MOTHER MOTHER BROTHERS BROTHERS."
Twelve people left the Shepherd Pass roadhead promptly at 0700 on Friday, August 17. By prearrangement another joined us at Anvil Camp at noon. We had lunch there and then proceeded over the pass and made camp about 1-1/2 mi. to the west. The weather threatened all day and a blowing snowstorm did come forth as we went through the pass area. This gave us a certain amount of anxiety but did not dent our determination.

The next morning, Saturday, we hiked to the small lake about 1/4 mi. south of Lk South America where we set up tents. We then climbed Jordan and Genevra and were back at camp by 1730. On Jordan we climbed the east face to the obvious notch in the summit ridge and then went up and south on the east side over class 2-3 rock to the summit block. Here at about 20 ft below the summit, we all made the step and lean across that is called a "delicate five foot leap" in the Climber's Guide. Most people accepted an upper belay for this move. To save time, they then signed in without untying, descended the block and stepped/leaned to the other side. There was some new snow on the rocks and light snow fell while we were belaying. This situation deterred much rhapsodizing on the scenery. Genevra was ascended from the west and descended on the east; no problems, 2nd class and the sun came out.

On Sunday we hiked to just below Harrison Pass and then climbed Ericsson up the east face by a prominent chute to the narrow notch in the middle of the northern part of the peak. There was perhaps 100 ft of easy 3rd class between the top of the chute and the notch. We passed through the notch, then moved north on the west side of the peak for perhaps 200 meters and climbed easy 3rd class to the summit. We then descended to Harrison Pass and climbed to Gregorys Monument. From here the route to Stanford starts almost immediately with a tricky step across and then proceeds on a ledge that dips up and down on the east side of the ridge and a hundred feet or so below the ridge crest. The ledge is amply wide, but with considerable exposure. At one spot, about midway over, people must move on their hands and knees to go under a low ceiling. Further on there is a 20 ft steep rock chute and beyond that 2nd class to the summit. The ridge route to Stanford is exciting and the view from Stanford to the west, north and east is outstanding. The register was a pleasure; it is an oldie and contains some notable names. We returned to Gregorys via the 20 ft step, the ledges and the step across (which is more difficult going south). We then had a late lunch, delayed because rain threatened on Stanford, and moved back to our camp.

On Monday we hiked to the Muir Trail and here the party split. Jim Erb, Gene Mauk and Dale VanDalsem departed to climb Junction and Tyndall, Don Palmer and Dan Mihaljevich to do Williamson, Dick Akawie to go directly to Anvil Camp, and Duane McRuer, Bob Hicks, Gerry Holleman, Pat Holleman, Lance Dixon, Ron Miller and myself to do Cal Tech Pk. We climbed past the lake which is a mile south of Cal Tech at UTM 759595 and thence over a 30 ft wall and up diagonally to the summit. The view to the east, south and west was magnificent, encompassing Forester Pass, Junction Pk, Williamson, Tyndall, Barnard, Russell, Whitney, the whole huge Kern River basin and canyon, a broadside look at all of the Kaweahs, Milestone, Midway, Table, Thunder, Mt Brewer and close by but lower, Mt Ericsson and Harrison Pass.
All of those present felt that Cal Tech Pk (13832') would be a worthy addition to the list. We then descended and hiked out to Anvil Camp where we joined Dick Akawie and where later we were joined by Jim, Gene, Dale, Dan and Lance (who climbed Tyndall after Cal Tech).

Tuesday had beautiful weather. In the morning, Bob Hicks, Gene Mauk and I climbed Keith and the others hiked to the roadhead. We ascended west up the sandy (ugh!) slopes from Anvil Camp to the bench at about 11800' and then over to, and up, the broad prominent chute on the west side of the south slopes of Mt Keith. It leads to a visible notch that is about 100 ft below and to the west of the summit. The chute is a great scree run on descent, we came down 2500 ft in 30 minutes to the lake (really a meadow) at 11200' which is west of the Pothole. This is a very nice camping spot. From here we followed the old Junction Pass trail to the Pothole and then went on down to the roadhead. We were followed in an hour by Don Palmer who had climbed Junction in the morning. The trip was good, the weather started ugly and ended beautiful and most participants bagged an extra peak. For mountain records, all the registers and containers were ok.

Bill

Mt. Morrison - August 18-19, 1979 - Orange County Sierra Singles
Owen Maloy, Jim Murphy

This was probably the first M-level peak bag ever scheduled by Orange County Sierra Singles. But both leader and assistant were SPS members and two others came along. Two of the four SPSers were emblem holders: but it was the first listed peak for four people.

Since this was an introductory trip for the OCSS contingent, we did not day hike the peak as is customary, but rather backpacked up the canyon to the east to the small tarn shown on the quad east of Morrison. Four then climbed Mt. Aggie, while others flaked out or studied the geology of the Morrison-Baldwin ridge.

The next day we left just after 7 and were on top by 10:40 (about half SPS speed!). But all 10 people made the peak, enjoyed the view and got down as planned, just in time to be hailed on briefly in camp rather than on the peak. Five hit the hot creek later. The assistant complained that he was hardly stiff and sore at all, but I'm sure that can be fixed on his next SPS climb.

The canyon route, although perhaps half a mile longer, is considerably less hassle than the route under the face of Morrison; there is no bouldering and no loose scree -- it is Class 1 all the way to the ridge. To avoid brush, follow the moraine ridge-top east of the small stream shown on the map; do not sidehill.

The leader would like to thank the SPS contingent for their participation, which helped make the trip. The OCSSers were able to observe at firsthand that while it is indeed true that SPS folk are orange with black stripes, they do not actually Eat People, as is reputed.

RENEWAL REMINDER

If you do not have an "80" on your Echo address label, this is the last issue you will receive unless you renew your subscription by May 15.
This trip was originally written up in the schedule to do only Tyndall as I was under the impression that since the summit of Williamson was within the California Bighorn Sheep Zoological Area it was off limits at this time of year. Once the light dawned that Williamson might be permissible from Shepherd Pass, and it was verified by the ranger station in Lone Pine that it was indeed permissible, all of the trip participants were contacted and with their concurrence the trip plan was changed to include "BIG WILLIE".

Accordingly, eight of us met at the Shepherd Pass trailhead at 6:00am Saturday, signed in and were underway by 6:15. The group consisted of Bobcat Thompson, Mark Thiel, Dave Heaney, Harvey Peterson, Hank Warzybok, Paul Parsons, and the leaders. We spent a pleasant 1 ½ hours for lunch at Anvil Camp after negotiating the long, hot 6 mi., 4000' from the trailhead. The only water between Symmes Creek and Anvil Camp was at an unnamed creek 1½ to 2 miles below Anvil Camp, so be sure you have plenty of water before leaving Symmes Creek if you are going to make this climb on a hot day as we did. We arrived at the high lake (12,000') just over and east of Shepherd Pass at 4:30pm where we made base camp. Everyone was pretty tired after the 8km., 6000’ hike, so after an early dinner, all were in the sack by 7:30.

The next morning 6:00am found the entire group on their way to Williamson which we climbed by way of the large chute and chimney on the west side. The chute is not apparent until you get up to the black water stain which is described in the climbing guide at which point the route is obvious. Just below the top of the chute, the chimney comes into view on the right (south) side of the chute. This chimney involves 80-100 ft. of almost vertical climbing but is easy class 3 with solid foot and hand holds. From the top of the chimney it is only a short rock scramble to the summit which was reach at about 10:30am. After the usual picture taking, register signing, and lunch under a beautiful, clear blue sky, we reluctantly began our departure at 11:30. Six of the group rappelled down the chimney which can be easily down climbed in good conditions. Under adverse conditions it probably would be wise for everyone to have rappel gear as this could save some time. After spending another hour relaxing and soaking up the sun at one of the lakes in the basin between Williamson and Tyndall all arrived back at camp at 4:30pm.

Two of the group decided against doing Tyndall on Monday so the other six, after breakfast again in the dark, were underway by 6:00am for their second 14'er in two days. We did Tyndall by the northwest ridge basically, with some minor diversions, which is an interesting class 3 route on sound rock for the most part. The summit was reached at 8:45am where, it should be noted, Mark Thiel completed his requirements for SPS membership. The weather was again warm with a clear, blue, beautiful sky.

After again indulging in the usual formalities, we were on our way back to camp at 9:15. The route down was on the largest of three ribs on the north face which turned out to be a mixture of good friction slabs and loose rock. This would be a good ascent route also. Camp was reached again at 10:45 and, after packing our gear, our departure was at 11:15. The trip down was just as long and hot, and seemed just as gruelling, as the one up but after a brief, refreshing stop at Anvil Camp for water, and another one at the unnamed stream, everyone was checked in at the cars by 4:15pm.

This was a pleasant, successful trip with an excellent group and I would like to express my appreciation to each of them. It is always a pleasure to successfully reach a worthy objective in company with such companions.

JAY
Kaweah Climber's Camp, 1-8 September 1979 ............ "Campy" & Barbara Reber

Eleven peaks were climbed from Big Arroyo by 7 participants during this one-week trip. Our camp was at the patrol cabin most of the time. The weather was perfect. The climbers were: Campy and Barbara Reber (leaders), Jack Grams, Alan Tjeltveit, Jim Zeile, Mario Gonzalez, and Jon Petitjean.

We met at the Mineral King guard station on Saturday and started up the trail to Glacier Pass. A second pass involving an hour's climb above Spring Lake has recently been renamed by Sequoia backcountry rangers from "Hands and Knees Pass" to "Bunny Ears Pass". Easiest ascent is up to the right. We overnighted at the lowest Little 5 Lake.

Our camp destination was the trail junction in Big Arroyo where the patrol cabin is. When we got there Sunday morning Mario, Jim, and Campy left to climb Mt Kaweah (13,802'). This endless trudge up boulders and sand started at a tarn S of the peak. Meanwhile, Jack and Jon climbed Red Kaweah (13,760'). They had their own problems with loose ground and the climb took longer than expected.

Black Kaweah (13,765') was everybody's main objective. At 6 am, Jack stood in camp with his hands in his pockets waiting for the rest of us to wake up. We decided on the SW face route which is described in H. Voge's guide as Route 4 and in Roper's as Route 2. The stories we heard about loose rock everywhere were true. Most of the Cl. 3 was for just reaching across delicately perched rocks. The climb was fairly easy but we couldn't help but send some big loose ones cascading down the canyon. It's best to have only one climbing party on the mountain and keep together in a tight group. The current register was placed there in 1924 and has names of people who we all know, including Walter A. Starr who signed in blood, presumably his blood. Back in camp, Alan once again built the campfire. This was his task during the whole trip and he never figured out why. Leadership.

The next day Mario, Jon, and Allen left to climb Mt Lippincott (12,260') and to take a bath in a lake. Jack Grams departed for other climbing because he had finished the Kaweahs he needed. Barbara, Jim, and Campy took off for Red Kaweah. After dealing with more loose scree at the start, we finally got onto the ridge. This caused Barbara to remark "Down below I bitch about the boulders but up here they're kinda nice". We reached a sort of headwall in a canyon and then got so engrossed in climbing the thing that we missed the big fat ducks showing an easy exit. After entrusting our lives to some rickety holds, we finally got to the top and read in the book that others had made the same mistake. But we butched it twice by climbing down the same way. Leadership.

We broke camp on Wednesday for a move up the Arroyo. At some trees, we dropped our packs to climb Eagle Scout Pk (12,040'). Jon, Mario, and Alan climbed it while Barbara stayed behind to mend the seat of her pants. Campy did P12,022', 0.4 mi S of Eagle Scout, Cl. 2 via E ridge, and then did P11,600'+, "Post 90 Pk", Cl. 3 up its N ridge. A short friction pitch had to be climbed on this. We put our camp in 9-Lake Basin.

Lion Rock (12,320'+) was everybody's choice on Thursday. Jon, Jim, and Alan made it via a NE side rock route near a snow-filled chute. Meanwhile, Campy made the dull trip to Kaweah Queen (13,360'+). Its register had few names in it and none were of famous people. After Lion Rock the rest moved over to climb Mt Stewart (12,205').

Barbara needed Mt Eisen (12,160') for her list. Climbing it from Black Rock Pass is a mistake I didn't need to make twice so we approached the mountain from Long Lake. It went, but not the way any guide describes it. In H. Voge's edition, delete the Route 1 description since it is obviously mixed up. In Smatko's and Roper's editions, change "easy" for the SE ridge route to "hard". Add the following to all 3 guides: "From Little 5 Lakes, climb broken rock to the ridge directly above a small tarn shown on the map E of Mt Eisen. Follow the ridge on the W side to the summit."

This was a great week. Some old timers got to know some young and enterprising new SPS climbers. Jim climbed everything except Lippincott and will have to return to Mineral King from UC Berkeley for this one peak. Mario, the Cuban, has been away from Cuba so long he actually "liked" one of Campy's old dried-out cigars! Other leaders should take note of Alan's skills with making campfires. Jack said he will never have to drive to Mineral King again. Next year's camp (Labor Day week) will be in the Milestone area. SASE (2) to Campy for info on this.
It looked like a weekend of Tennessee weather for Eastern California. Thunderstorms and complete overcast had cast a dismal spell since Wednesday and a steady downpour Friday seemed certain to last through the weekend. To the wild-eyed peakbagger neither snow, rain, sleet, or gas shortages can delay the scheduled arrival on the summit of a peak. Plastic garbage bags were distributed at the trailhead so that sleeping gear and clothing would remain dry.

The group consisted of the leaders (Greggy-boy and Sparky), Cuno (the backseat driver), some poor, innocent creature that Cuno enticed into coming, Rich Gnagy (all the way from Sacramento), a Cal-Tech student who had wondered too far North, and a couple of indefatigable looking kids. There were obviously no peaktaggers in the group so their presence at the trailhead indicated that they were natives of Seattle or Eastern Tennessee, were on the dodge, or looked to this weekend as an opportunity to give their raingear a good workout.

There were no notable happenings on the way up to camp except for one or two people who fell into creeks. If you're going to get wet, might as well do it right. Camp was reached about 1:00 at 11,000' in Granite Park at a sandy, fairly dry area. The rest of the place was swampy. Soon, everyone had disappeared into the confines of their tent. At 2:00 a sense of restlessness invaded the camp. The participants had lean and hungry looks on their faces. Soon, they gathered into a group. They looked toward the mountains, their eyes piercing the fog like daggers. Into the teeth of the storm went the ambitious band goaded by the obsession to do-in Caesar. The trip leader, not wanting any part of this evil conspiracy, ascended into a cloud and explored the Royce Lakes Basin for the best approach on Royce and Marriam. While all of this was happening Cuno stayed in his tent (with aforementioned innocent creature) and fiddled. (Noting this unusual lack of activity, he was later asked how he felt. "With my hands", was his reply.)

By 6:30 everyone was back in camp. Victory had been achieved by Sparks and his legion. Soon, wine flowed and feasting began. Everyone told their usual lies about glorious conquests of the past after which the group went to sleep amidst the howling of the wind and the patter of rain on the tents.

Sunday morning began in gloom. The clouds had lifted somewhat but still hugged the peaks. The group hiked up to Royce Lakes as the weather continually improved. A fine route was taken up the North snow chute to the saddle between Royce and Marriam. Royce was climbed first. There are two summits - the western one being a fun scramble. By some sorcerer's magic, Royce and Marriam were free of clouds while surrounding peaks remained socked-in (a trick used many times by Wendell and his magic green gym shorts). From Royce, Marriam was climbed in about an hour. It was remarked that Marriam was a pretty "cheap" peak, but nobody wanted to throw it back. The group returned to camp by 2:00 and packed out. Three stayed and went over Italy Pass to grab Gabb.

The totality of that which coruscates with effulgence is not ipso facto aurous.
One should hyperesthetically exercise macrography upon the situs one would eventually tenant prior to propelling oneself into the troposphere.
An addleped simpleton and his specie divaricate with startling prematurity.
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